HURRICANE WIND RESISTANT
ROOFING SYSTEM

Protecting Homes Since 1957

DECRA Villa Tile

The Original Stone-Coated Roof
As the pioneer of stone-coated metal roofing, DECRA products have
withstood the test of time thanks to decades of innovation and an
unwavering commitment to quality. Proudly manufactured in the U.S.,
DECRA roofs are crafted with meticulous attention to durability and
longevity. If you’re looking for the best, you’re looking for a DECRA roof.

DECRA Tile

Lifetime Warranty
Unsurpassed in strength, durability, and longevity, only DECRA can offer
the most comprehensive Lifetime Limited Warranty in the industry.
Resistant to wind, hail, fire, freeze, and earthquake, DECRA metal roofs
outperform other roofing materials in every category.
DECRA Shingle XD®

Sophisticated Style
Breathtaking designs are what you see at first glance, but underneath
are layers of pure protection. DECRA comes in a wide range of tasteful
styles, colors, and textures that suit the most discerning of tastes -- each
backed by the unmatched strength of DECRA steel.

Unsurpassed Strength Against the Elements
DECRA Shake XD®

WIND

HAIL

FIRE

Up to 120 MPH

Class 4
Impact Resistant
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Material

SNOW & ICE

WEIGHT

WARRANTY

Freeze and Thaw
Resistant

1.4-1.6 pounds/
square foot
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DECRA Shake

You Know When it’s a DECRA
With a long-standing reputation for performance and longevity, DECRA Roofing Systems offer classic beauty, elegance and
architectural detail. Designed to withstand 120 mph winds.

BEFORE

AFTER

All DECRA Metal Roofing products have:
1 A warranty rating for winds up to 120 mph, and we lab test at twice that velocity to provide a
100% safety margin for homeowners.
1 A proprietary interlocking system to ensure that once installed, the stone-coated steel panels
remain firmly in place.
1 The best in class weight-to-strength ratio and are the only roofing material that increases the
shear strength of the roof.
1 The highest UL 2218 Class 4 impact resistance rating.
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